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The challenges of carrying out international business in 
China 
 
Stella Teoh, director in Currie & Brown’s Shanghai office, discusses the challenges facing 
international business in China. 

 
The size of China’s economy is staggering. It was worth more than US$14 trillion in 2019 and, 
even with the huge negative impact of Covid-19, some forecasters consider it is still expected to 
grow by more than five per cent in 2020. That is the kind of performance competitor nations can 
only dream of. 
 
Before the outbreak of Covid-19, the value of the Chinese construction sector was expected to 
top US$1 trillion this year for the first time. That figure may now look optimistic but there is no 
doubting the country’s long-term commitment to infrastructure build and renewal on a massive 
scale. Doing business in China still presents enormous opportunities, although these are not 
without associated challenges. Things may happen very quickly — or, at times, regulations and 
bureaucracy mean they may not happen at all. 
 
The need for speed 
 
In the Chinese construction industry, schematic and detailed designs and drawings tend to be 
needed at pace, with tendering sometimes taking place in parallel. Project teams are extremely 
focused and willing to work long hours, with decisions made rapidly and responses expected to 
be almost immediate. 
 
The building process is also becoming more and more adaptable through the use of technology in 
order to improve efficiency and reduce labour costs. Approvals can be given by email or even 
through an app. Documents no longer have to be signed off with a physical visit to an office, 
speeding up the process. 
 
High turnover rates 
 
Labour availability, however, is a challenge. High turnover rates, often approaching 35%, are 
normal for most companies. This can burden companies with expected salary increases to 
reduce ‘churn’, downward pressure on productivity, costs of training, and recruitment impact on 
companies’ margins. In some cases, companies have responded by moving their manufacturing 
bases to countries such as Vietnam and India, where overheads are lower.  
 
It is increasingly important for companies to provide incentives other than financial if they are to 
retain employees. For example, training graduates rather than spending money fighting for more 
expensive talent is often more beneficial, as a person working up through the ranks tends to have 
a greater sense of belonging to the company compared with newly employed middle 
management employees.  
 
Due to the increasing cost of living in China, labour costs have risen by between 5% and 10% 
annually. Further, in second tier or third tier cities, management costs are higher as companies 
need to encourage staff to move from first tier to lower tier cities. Despite this, however, labour 
costs are still manageable compared to Hong Kong, Singapore and other Asian countries, with 
China having some advantages over some other global locations.  
 
China’s developed infrastructure means it has a consistent and reliable power supply, good 
transportation links, a strong supply chain and sophisticated resilience. Everything is well 
connected, and goods and services can be delivered quickly. 
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Keeping it local 
 
For international companies doing business in China, understanding the local culture is vital, as 
the business culture in China is unique and distinctive. Communication is key and Chinese clients 
value personal levels of contact. 
 
Having local staff in place is also important. Although there is an ever-increasing level of 
proficiency in English and, similarly, many foreigners can speak Chinese to varying degrees of 
fluency, local staff with a familiarity of the culture, and often a better understating of local 
etiquette, are in a good position to help close deals. They will understand areas such as labour 
laws, guidelines and certifications. 
 
Understanding local regulations 
 
The Chinese regulatory environment can be challenging for foreign investor companies, and full 
compliance when submitting licence applications can be burdensome. Having local staff 
facilitates a better understanding of regulations and guidelines, although some 80 per cent of 
construction projects are now based on international standards, which makes things somewhat 
easier. 
 
As one specific example in the construction industry, licences are generally issued to local cost 
management/QS firms bidding for work at ‘Class A’ or ‘Class B’ level. These gradings are based 
on the number of certified cost engineers available for projects and are a requirement for 
government and public sector work. Approved consultants with a larger number of these 
engineers can bid for higher-value projects. Similarly, international architectural consultants can 
only produce drawings up to preliminary design stage — detailed design drawings have to be 
produced by local design institutes with relevant licences. 
 
Open for business 
 
Without the corresponding licences, foreign cost management or architectural consultants are 
restricted to working in the private sector or with other international clients. At a more strategic 
level, for funding bodies seeking to invest in the Chinese economy, it is advisable for them to 
engage a suitable local partner who will be able to assist in navigating the local political minefield. 
 
Despite this, however, the Chinese government is keen to open up the economy to international 
firms in all sectors and is open to new systems, ideas and ways of working. 
 
For instance, internationally accepted standard forms of construction contract published by the 
Joint Contracts Tribunal (JCT) and the International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC) 
have been introduced. China is keen to look at industry best practice outside its own borders and 
introduce this where it is appropriate to do so. 
 
China is, for instance, catching up with initiatives already seen in the United Kingdom, such as 
facilities maintenance management (FMM). The adoption of modular construction in residential 
areas is now mandatory, although the costs can total up to three times the budget for traditional 
in-situ concrete solutions. However, as elsewhere in the world, modular construction offers the 
advantages of speed and greater levels of safety and quality, along with lower labour costs. 
Certainly, the speed advantage was clearly demonstrated by China’s construction of an 
emergency hospital to handle Covid-19 cases, which received global publicity. 
 
Despite acknowledging the various challenges of construction in China, it is and will remain an 
attractive market for many international companies to venture their business there. The key to 
success is to understand local culture and regulation, make good use of best practices within 
international organisations, and respect, apply, adapt and adjust according to China business 
culture.  
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Bringing professional standards and management skills, allied to respect and leverage off local 
culture and capabilities, will generate sustainable and profitable business in the Chinese 
construction market. 
 
The coronavirus outbreak and its aftermath will naturally have an adverse effect on the Chinese 
economy and its hugely ambitious infrastructure programme. But the country is too big, its 
economy too strong, and its people and government too ambitious to be derailed by this for long. 
 
China is, and will continue to be, open for business. For companies willing and able to navigate 
its waters, the opportunities are there. It makes sense to take them. 

 


